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Integrated access

● spoken corpus acquisition

● automatic transcription

● standardisation

● enrichment

● linking

○ internally

○ externally

● publishing

○ API

○ web interface

Machine-readable dictionary 
acquisition

● digitisation

● structuring
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Resources
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electronic dictionaries

paper-born dictionaries

source data



➔ Dictionary of Polish Medieval Latin
➔ Old Polish Dictionary
➔ Thesaurus of Old Polish

➔ eDictionary of the 17th- and 
18th-century Polish

➔ Great Dictionary of Polish
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Language variation: diachronic dimension
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● dictionaries of geographic varieties

○ Dictionary of Polish Dialects

○ Dictionary of Polish Borderlands

● atlases

● dictionaries of proper names

○ Dictionary of Medieval Person Names

○ Dictionary of Polish Place Names

Language variation: diatopic and diastratic dimension
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Od danych do API i interfejsu WWW

integrated 
access

research

API
Web 

presentation

● What words are in use in the 
Northern Poland?

● What words were employed to 
insult someone in 15th century?

Goals
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BUC rz 1. 'ktoś o wydatnych po 
liczkach, pucołowaty,` zwłaszcza 
dziecko': Od ńy/ fśiske byïi take 
buce. Fśiske įeįi/ ęeći Bobowo 
st-gdań.
2. 'ktoś małomówny': Ostrowce 
bus.
3. przezw 'ktoś niesympatyczny, 
za rozumiały': To taki buc, 
pśeį^y i śy ńy uodezv^ Bobrka 
kroś.

Acquiring machine-readable representation
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historic

historic scripts

non-standard linguistic varieties

non-standard characters

dialectal

formalism and notational systems
multi-language

Issues: data inconsistency and heterogeneity
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meta- and micro-structure

Data modelling: dictionary as text (1)
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XSLTODD, RNG, Schematron

manual correction

Data modelling: dictionary as text (2)
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Data modelling: dictionaries as linked data (1)
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Graph database (src)

Ontology-based import (semantic)

Data cleaning and reduction (clean)

Mapping (common)

● internal ressources
● test: Wikipedia

Data modelling: dictionaries as linked data (2)
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● regular polysemy
● plant names
● 2 dictionaries
● diachronic perspective

Dictionary of Old Polish

eDictionary of the 17th- and 18th-century Polish
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Research scenario: regular polysemy of plant names in diachrony



Plant names and historical dictionaries

➢ scientific taxonomy
○ identity
○ categorization

➢ reference to external knowledge
➢ vagueness and ambiguity
➢ regular polysemy
➢ insight into evolving lexicographic 

practices
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PORZECZKI
1. redcurrant, Ribes rubrum L.
2. gooseberries, Ribes grossularia
3. juice of unripe gooseberries
4. new acidic wine
5. wine of poor quality



Apresjan (1974): Polysemy of the word A with the meanings ai and aj is called regular if, in 

the given language, 

● there exists at least one other word B with the meanings bi and bj, which are 

semantically distinguished from each other in exactly the same way as ai and aj and 

● if ai and bi, aj and bj are nonsynonymous.
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Regular polysemy

:

ANIMAL → ITS MEAT

There’s a squirrel. → We don’t eat squirrel. 

(Atkins & Rundell 2008)

Atkins & Rundell (2008): such inter-word relationships are of immediate interest to 

lexicographers



● within a single definition
○ cumulative and disjunctive conjuctions:

OAT plant or grain

○ anaphoric expressions: 
PEA round grains; also plant with these grains

● separate definitions
ONION 1. plant 2. edible part of the onion
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Regular polysemy markers



UŚPIWRZÓD Pulicaria vulgaris Stev. or one 
of the species of the  Inula sp. L. genus

CHMIEL hop, Humulus Lupulus L. – plant or fruit

isPartOf

isSimilarTo
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False friends: vagueness and uncertainty



plant X

part of X

product made of X

group of X
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Regular polysemy: diachronic patterns



1. (ornamental) plant X → flower of X
RÓŻA (‘rose’) 1. flower, symbol of beauty 2. bot. Rosa alba L. 
/Sstp/
RÓŻA (‘rose’) 1. thorny flowering bush. a. its flower. /eSXVII/

2. (fruit) bush / tree → fruit of X
MIGDAŁ almond, plant or its fruit, Amygdalus communis L.’ /Sstp/
MORELA (‘apricot’) 1. tree with bright orange, tasty fruits. a. its fruit. 

/e-SXVII/
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plant X → part of X (1)



3.  cereal grass X → grain(s) of X
JĘCZMIEŃ barley (plant, grains), Hordeum vulgare L. /Sstp/

JĘCZMIEŃ cereal [entry in preparation] /e-SXVII/

4. plant X → part of X (different than fruit, grain, or flower)
PALMA (‘palm’) plant; ~ about its leaf or branch /Sstp/

PALMA tropical tree; also refers to its leaves /e-SXVII/
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plant X → part of X (1)



1. (edible) plant X → food made of X

GROCH peas, Pisum sativum L. – plant or its fruit;  ~ peas as a dish 
/Sstp/

GROCH 1. pulse. 2. its grains and a dish made of them /e-SXVII/

2. tree X → wood of X

LESZCZYNA (‘hazel’) Corylus avellana L., also its wood [...]’ /Sstp/

LESZCZYNA bushes of nut-trees /e-SXVII/
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plant X → product made of X (1)



3. plant X→ spice made of X

PIEPRZ 1. black pepper. 2. seeds of black pepper used as a spice /Sstp/

4. plant X → other product of X

NARD (‘nard’) plant of valerian family, also essential oil made of it /Sstp/

ALOES (‘aloe’) 1. plant of liliacae family; juice of its leaves /e-SXVII/
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plant X → product made of X (2)



1. plant X → plant Y [← similar to X] 

GŁOGOBICZ various thorny bushes: blackberries, hawthorn etc. /Sstp/

OPICH celery; Apium; also other similar plants /e-SXVII/

2. plant, tree X → group of X [← consisting of X or of plants similar to X]

BLUSZCZ (‘ivy’) climbing plant; also waterside bushes /e-SXVII/

DĘBINA oak wood; oak forest /e-SXVII/
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plant X → group of X

https://sxvii.pl/drukuj.php?strona=haslo&id_hasla=6770&forma=BLIUSZCZ


Conclusions and perspectives

➢ the automatic analysis is not entirely reliable
○ granularity and quality of dictionary description
○ quantitative analysis: no evidence ≠ no linguistic event

➢ identifying major patterns of regular polysemy
○ productivity
○ changing categorization

➢ more data
○ language change preserved in dialects
○ contemporary Polish
○ cross-linguistic comparison
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